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Abstract
We introduce Projected Latent Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PL-MCMC), a tech-
nique for sampling from the high-dimensional conditional distributions learned by
a normalizing flow. We prove that PL-MCMC asymptotically samples from the
exact conditional distributions associated with a normalizing flow. As a conditional
sampling method, PL-MCMC enables Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization
(MC-EM) training of normalizing flows from incomplete data. By providing ex-
perimental results for a variety of data sets, we demonstrate the practicality and
effectiveness of PL-MCMC for missing data inference using normalizing flows.
1 Introduction
Brief analysis illustrates a fundamental guarantee for generative models: the inaccuracy (i.e. diver-
gence from ground truth) of a generative model’s approximated joint distribution upper bounds the
expected inaccuracies of the conditional distributions known by the model, as shown in Section 1
of the appendix. Although this guarantee holds for all generative models, specialized conditional
variants are typically used to approach tasks involving the conditional distributions among modeled
variables. Given the success of unconditional models in modeling the distributions of complex data,
this is not due to fundamental inaccuracies in the approximated conditional distributions. Instead, it
is a result of the difficulty in accessing the conditional distributions known by powerful generative
models. Well trained unconditional generative models therefore possess a capability to approach
conditional inference tasks that is regrettably locked away from our access. In this paper, we pro-
pose Projected Latent Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PL-MCMC), a technique for sampling from the
conditional distributions known by normalizing flows. We intentionally design PL-MCMC to take
advantage of the convenient mathematical structure of normalizing flows by defining a Markov Chain
within a flow’s latent space and accepting proposed transitions based on the exact likelihood of the
resulting imputation. In principle, PL-MCMC enables exact inference without requiring specialized
architecture, training history, or external inference machinery.
Our Contributions: We prove that our proposed technique, PL-MCMC is asymptotically guaran-
teed to sample from the exact conditional distributions known by any normalizing flow satisfying
very mild positivity and smoothness requirements. We then describe how to use PL-MCMC to
perform Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MC-EM) training of normalizing flows from in-
complete training data. To illustrate and demonstrate aspects of the technique, we perform a series
of experiments utilizing PL-MCMC to complete CIFAR-10 images, CelebA images, and MNIST
digits affected by missing data. Finally, we perform a series of experiments training non-specialized
normalizing flows to model MNIST digits and continuous UCI datasets from incomplete training data
to verify the performance of the proposed method. Through these experimental results, we find that
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PL-MCMC holds great practical promise in addition to offering a streamlined theoretical approach to
conditional inference tasks.
1.1 Related Work
Conditional variants of GANs, variational autoencoders (VAEs), and normalizing flows have been
introduced to approach conditional inference tasks [1,2,3]. These conditional variants model a single
conditional distribution between architecturally fixed sets of conditioned and conditioning variables.
While quite capable of learning specified conditional distributions, these models are not intended
to enable inference based on arbitrary choices of conditioning variables. With their inherent use of
conditional sampling, autoregressive and recurrent models [4,5,6,7,8] enable immediate conditional
inference from multiple subsets of conditioning variables. These models rely on an architecturally
fixed ordering for the conditioning of modeled variables and require conditioned variables to follow
conditioning variables within this ordering to perform immediate conditional inference.
To enable inference from any subset of conditioning variables, arbitrary conditioning variants of
GANs, VAEs, and normalizing flows have also been introduced [9,10,11]. Similarly, variants of
the NADE autoregressive model [12,13] specifically avoid architecturally prescribed orderings for
variable conditioning. These variants provide specialized model architectures from which arbitrary
conditional inference can be practically performed. They do not facilitate arbitrary conditional
inference using non-specialized model architectures. The challenges of accessing the conditional
distributions known by generative models greatly impact the task of training generative models
from incomplete data. Currently, two general approaches are used to train generative models from
incomplete data. One approach is to employ arbitrary conditioning variants [9,10,11], potentially
with an altered training objective function. Another approach is to rely on a separate model to
approximate inference of missing training data [14, 15, 16]. Both approaches are theoretically
sound and have set the standard for the state-of-the-art performance when training from incomplete
data. These approaches do, however, introduce more than the theoretical minimum required to
train a generative model from incomplete data. Neural Importance Sampling [17] has demonstrated
that the mathematical properties of normalizing flows are convenient for approaching Monte Carlo
estimation via independence sampling. The properties of normalizing flows also enable efficient
MCMC exploration of their modeled distributions. We argue that PL-MCMC receives many of the
benefits of Adaptive Monte Carlo methods [18,19,20], as explained in Section 2 of the appendix.
The PL-MCMC technique can be viewed as an adaptation of the Markov Chain based imputation
procedure introduced in [21] and refined in [22]. These imputation procedures are dedicated to
performing conditional inference using trained VAEs, which describe a many-to-many relationship
between latent and modeled data spaces. The Markov Chains employed by these procedures fun-
damentally rely on this many-to-many relationship, rendering them inapplicable as described to
normalizing flows, wherein the latent state uniquely determines (and is uniquely determined by) the
modeled data state. By employing a Markov Chain solely within the latent space and by leveraging the
one-to-one mappings of normalizing flows, PL-MCMC mirrors these procedures within the context
of normalizing flows. The operation of PL-MCMC is most similar to the mechanism employed within
the MH-GAN [23]. MH-GAN may be viewed as defining a Markov Chain within the latent space of a
GAN with proposals generated via independence sampling. MH-GAN uses the Metropolis-Hastings
sampling algorithm with acceptance probabilities determined by the discriminator’s response to the
generator’s mapping of the chain into the modeled data space. PL-MCMC follows a fundamen-
tally similar procedure, but determines acceptance probabilities based on how well proposed states
complete the observed data, thereby sampling from conditional distributions.
Metropolis-Hastings based approaches are not the only option for sampling from the conditional
distributions described by generative models. The introductory paper for NICE [24] demonstrates
stochastic conditional MAP inference that may be adapted to implement the unadjusted Langevin
algorithm [25, 26] or the Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm [27]. A constrained Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo approach has also been introduced in this context [28]. In cases where the gradients
of likelihood with respect to conditioned data variables are either ill-behaved or costly to compute,
Metropolis-Hastings based methodologies like PL-MCMC could be more appealing in practice.
2
2 The PL-MCMC Algorithm
We consider a normalizing flow between latent space Ξ and modeled data space X , defining the
mappings fθ : Ξ 7→ X and f−1θ : X 7→ Ξ. This normalizing flow imposes the probability density
pf,θ(x) onto all modeled data values x ∈ X . By the pairing (xM ;xO), we denote the missing and
observed portion of a modeled data value with joint density pf,θ(xM ;xO) under our normalizing flow.
Our goal is to sample from the conditional density described by the normalizing flow, pf,θ(xM |xO).
2.1 Description of Algorithm
We begin with any latent state ξ ∈ Ξ, mapping to the modeled data pair fθ(ξ) = (yM ;yO).
Importantly, we allow yO 6= xO. We introduce a transition kernel g(ξ′|ξ) for generating proposal
latent states and any convenient distribution q on observed values. PL-MCMC relies on a simple
Metropolis-Hastings procedure to sample from the desired conditional distribution, pf,θ(xM |xO).
We sample a new proposal latent vector ξ′ ∼ g(ξ′|ξ), mapping to the modeled data pair fθ(ξ′) =
(y′M ;y
′
O). An illustrative diagram of the production of PL-MCMC proposals is provided in Section
2 of the appendix. This proposal is then accepted with probability:
α = min(1,
q(y′O)pf,θ(y
′
M ;xO)g(ξ|ξ′)
q(yO)pf,θ(yM ;xO)g(ξ′|ξ) ).
Algorithm 1: PL-MCMC Metropolis-Hastings Update
Input: Observed data xO, normalizing flow fθ, modeled joint density pf,θ(xM ;xO). Latent
transition kernel g(ξ′|ξ) and auxiliary density q(yO). Initial latent state ξ
Sample ξ′ ∼ g(ξ′|ξ);
yM ;yO ← fθ(ξ);
y′M ;y
′
O ← fθ(ξ′);
α← min(1, q(y′O)pf,θ(y′M ;xO)g(ξ|ξ′)q(yO)pf,θ(yM ;xO)g(ξ′|ξ) );
Sample u ∼ Uniform[0, 1];
if u < α then
ξ ← ξ′;
2.2 Theoretical Justification of the Algorithm
Proposition. For a given xO, if g(ξ′|ξ), pf,θ(yM ;yO), and q(yO) are positive for any choice of
(yM ;yO) ∈ X and ξ′, ξ ∈ Ξ and are the densities for absolutely continuous distributions, the
PL-MCMC update procedure listed in Algorithm 1 yields a Markov Chain of latent states ξ whose
corresponding modeled data pairs, fθ(ξ) = (yM ;yO) , converge to a distribution with yM having
marginal density pf,θ(yM |xO).
Proof. Under these assumptions, the diffeomorphism (i.e, an invertible and differentiable mapping)
provided by the flow fθ allows us to interpret the latent transition kernel g(ξ′|ξ) as the transition
kernel g(f−1θ (y
′)|f−1θ (y)) within the modeled data space that is positive for all y,y′ ∈ X and is the
density for an absolutely continuous distribution. Additionally, we note:
q(y′O)pf,θ(y
′
M ;xO)
q(yO)pf,θ(yM ;xO)
=
q(y′O)pf,θ(y
′
M |xO)
q(yO)pf,θ(yM |xO) .
The diffeomorphism provided by the flow fθ also guarantees that q(yO)pf,θ(yM |xO) is positive for
all (yM ;yO) ∈ X and is the density for an absolutely continuous distribution. The procedure listed
in Algorithm 1 therefore describes a Metropolis-Hastings update satisfying the conditions described
within [29]. The paired values fθ(ξ) = (yM ;yO) obtained through iterated application of Algorithm
1 thus converge to a target distribution with density q(yO)pf,θ(yM |xO).
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The requirements for convergence are very mild and are satisfied by the most common choices for
latent, transition proposal, and auxiliary distributions (e.g. multivariate normal distributions). We note
that the eventual convergence of the PL-MCMC update towards the desired conditional distribution
is not influenced by our choice of the auxiliary distribution q. However, the choice of this auxiliary
distribution can affect the rate of convergence. We have found agreeable performance by selecting
q to be an independent normal distribution centered on the conditioning values xO. This guides
the Markov Chain towards reasonable samples more quickly by leveraging learned dependencies
between the observed and missing components of the modeled data. Combined with the transition
mechanism, which takes advantage of the normalizing flow’s latent space as in [17], the PL-MCMC
update can efficiently sample the desired conditional distribution, even in high dimensional settings.
3 Training Normalizing Flows from Missing Data
With PL-MCMC providing samples from the conditional distributions of normalizing flows, a natural
application of the technique is in MC-EM training [30, 31, 32] of normalizing flows from incomplete
data. As more fully explained within Section 3 of the appendix, MC-EM training involves imputing
missing values within the training set via conditional sampling of our current model, and then updating
the parameters of our model to best fit the newly imputed training set. This leads to Algorithm 2, with
PLMCMC(xO; mc_steps, pf,θ, q(yM ), g(ξ′|ξ))) denoting the distribution obtained by following
a chain of length mc_steps using Algorithm 1 and train being any training procedure that returns
flow parameters θ approximately maximizing the likelihood of a complete data training set.
Algorithm 2: Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization Training of Normalizing Flow
Input: Incomplete training data Xtrain = {xO,1,xO,2, . . . ,xO,T }, initial completions
Y = {yM,1,yM,2, . . . ,yM,T }. Latent transition kernel g(ξ′|ξ) and auxiliary densities
q(yO,i). Normalizing flow training procedure train. Parameterized flow architecture f .
while training do
X ′train = {(yM,1;xO,1), (yM,2;xO,2), . . . , (yM,T ;xO,T )};
θ ← train(f, X ′train);
for i← 1 to T do
Resample yM,i ∼ PLMCMC(xO,i; mc_steps, pf,θ, q(yO,i), g(ξ′|ξ)));
end
end
Intuitively, this procedure relies on conditional inference to “boost” the accuracy of our current
model for the joint distribution governing the training data. At each step of Algorithm 2, X ′train
represents samples from an approximation of the modeled data’s ground truth distribution. We fit θ to
model this approximate joint distribution. After conditional inference with the new normalizing flow
using PL-MCMC, the next iteration of X ′train represents samples from a distribution with a smaller
divergence from the ground truth distribution, as discussed in Section 1 of the appendix. Importantly,
this MC-EM training procedure assumes that data is missing at random (MAR) [43].
4 Qualitative Experimental Results
For a qualitative examination of the performance of PL-MCMC, we focus on conditionally sampling
missing data using normalizing flows that have been trained from complete data. We must note that
the the purpose of PL-MCMC is to sample from a model’s conditional distributions, which may
not coincide with accurately replicating the ground truth values of missing data. These qualitative
experiments are therefore intended to illustrate aspects of the operation of PL-MCMC and to provide
a visual verification of the method’s performance. Further details of these experiments and examples
of unconditioned samples from the normalizing flows are provided in Section 4 of the appendix.
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(a) Initial Completions (b) Final Completions (c) Ground Truth
Figure 1: Conditional inference of CIFAR-10 images with normalizing flow trained on complete data.
(a) Initial Completions (b) Final Completions (c) Ground Truth
Figure 2: Conditional inference of CelebA images with normalizing flow trained on complete data.
(a) Masked Inputs (b) Final Completions (c) Conditional Means (d) Ground Truth
Figure 3: Conditional inference of MNIST digits with normalizing flow trained on complete data.
4.1 Conditional Inference with CIFAR-10 Images
We first consider sampling a missing central quarter of CIFAR-10 [33] images (32× 32 full color
images) using a normalizing flow following the GLOW architecture [34]. To bolster our claim that
PL-MCMC does not require specially trained models, we utilize a publicly available pre-trained
model [35] for this experiment. Initial and final completions provided by the Markov Chain are
illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 4: Progression of CIFAR-10 completions over intervals of 3,000 PL-MCMC proposals.
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The initial state of the Markov Chain is constructed by filling pixels with RGB values randomly
selected from the observed subset. Latent space transitions are generated via small perturbations
within the absolute coordinates of the latent space. PL-MCMC is carried out for 25,000 proposals. Ex-
amples of the progression of completions are provided in Figure 4. In comparison with unconditioned
samples, the PL-MCMC completions appear reasonable, given the capabilities of the underlying
model, and highlight the perceptual benefit provided by conditioned sampling.
4.2 Conditional Inference with CelebA Images
Next we consider sampling a missing right half of CelebA [36] images (aligned, cropped, and resized
to 64× 64 full color images) using a normalizing flow following the GLOW architecture [34]. Again,
to bolster our claim that PL-MCMC does not require specially trained models, we utilize a publicly
available pre-trained model [37] for this experiment. Initial and final completions provided by the
Markov Chain are illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 5: Progression of CelebA completions over intervals of 200 PL-MCMC proposals.
The initial state of the Markov Chain is constructed by sampling from the normalizing flow at
reduced variance. Latent space transitions are generated via small perturbations within relative
coordinates of the latent space. PL-MCMC is carried out for 25,000 proposals. Examples of the
progression of completions are provided in Figure 5. The progression of PL-MCMC completions
clearly demonstrates how defining a Markov Chain through the flow’s latent space encourages
proposing alterations to semantically meaningful attributes.
4.3 Conditional Inference with MNIST Digits
Finally, we consider sampling missing portions of MNIST digits [38] (28× 28 monochrome images)
using a normalizing flow following a variant of the NICE architecture [24] under a variety of data
missingness mechanisms. The missingness mechanisms considered are independent missingness
(I.M.), patch missingness (P.M.), and square observation (S.O.), at missingness rates of 0.6, 0.6, and
0.8 respectively. Final completions and conditional expectations as obtained by averaging the final
completions of 20 independent PL-MCMC chains are illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 6: Progression of MNIST completions over intervals of 200 PL-MCMC proposals.
The initial state of the Markov Chain is constructed by sampling from the normalizing flow at reduced
variance. Latent space transitions are generated by a mixture of small perturbations within the
absolute coordinates of the latent space and resampling at reduced variance. PL-MCMC is performed
over 2,000 proposals. Examples of the progression of completions are provided in Figure 6.
5 Quantitative Experimental Results
Without an established alternative method for accessing the conditional distributions of non-
specialized normalizing flows, it is difficult to quantify how well PL-MCMC succeeds in sampling
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from the intended conditional distributions. However, the MC-EM training procedure of Algorithm 2
is heavily dependent on accurate conditional sampling from PL-MCMC to effectively train normaliz-
ing flows from missing data. The following experimental results therefore quantify the performance
of normalizing flows trained from incomplete data using Algorithm 2 as an indication for whether
PL-MCMC produces sufficiently accurate samples to remain useful for real-world missing data tasks.
Further details of these experiments are provided in Section 5 of the appendix.
5.1 Training from Incomplete MNIST Digits
In this experiment, we consider training models of MNIST digits from training sets affected by a
variety of data missingness mechanisms and imputing test sets affected by the same missingness
mechanisms. The data missingness mechanisms used are are independent missingness (I.M.), patch
missingness (P.M.), and square observation (S.O.), with missingess rates of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. As
imputation performance measures, we consider per-pixel reconstruction RMSE and Fréchet Inception
Distance [39]. As comparison, we include results for imputing using pixel wise observed means
and using the convolutional variant of MisGAN [14]. Our normalizing flow is a variant of the NICE
architecture. We performed MC-EM training of the normalizing flow for a total of 1,000 epochs.
Inference with normalizing flows is performed using a PL-MCMC chain of 2, 000 proposals. Our
reported results within Table 1 reflect performance across fifteen distinct pairings of training and test
sets (models trained, where applicable, from three distinct training sets and each tested on five distinct
test sets). For PL-MCMC, our results reflect imputation performance using individual conditional
samples (Ind.) and using the average of 10 conditional samples (Avg.) for test set completion.
Reconstruction RMSE FID
Rate Mean PL-MCMCInd.
PL-MCMC
Avg. MisGAN Mean
PL-MCMC
Ind.
PL-MCMC
Avg. MisGAN
I.M
. 0.3 0.2570(1) 0.1509(3) 0.1273(2) 0.1277(4) 23.5(1) 1.51(2) 1.53(1) 0.17(1)
0.6 0.2573(1) 0.1590(2) 0.1456(1) 0.167(2) 72.2(1) 5.97(3) 6.41(2) 0.78(2)
0.9 0.2574(0) 0.2598(1) 0.2556(0) 0.326(4) 114.7(1) 84.6(1) 87.1(1) 11(1)
S.
O
. 0.3 0.0577(3) 0.0408(3) 0.0374(3) 0.0439(6) 0.1(0) 0.077(1) 0.078(0) 0.006(1)
0.6 0.1688(2) 0.1554(4) 0.1398(1) 0.159(2) 5.8(1) 1.68(4) 1.96(4) 0.6(1)
0.9 0.2467(1) 0.2589(3) 0.2539(3) 0.322(1) 68.7(2) 52.2(2) 54.7(2) 4(1)
P.
M
. 0.3 0.2629(3) 0.1786(3) 0.1560(2) 0.1956(8) 17.0(1) 1.44(2) 1.59(1) 0.8(1)
0.6 0.2641(1) 0.2158(3) 0.2016(2) 0.247(1) 57.6(1) 13.06(5) 14.08(4) 2.9(2)
0.9 0.2622(0) 0.2686(1) 0.2660(1) 0.3693(9) 110.5(1) 88.4(2) 91.2(2) 16(2)
Table 1: Comparison of imputation performance for reconstructing MNIST digits. Value means are
reported to at most the first significant digit of standard error.
As RMSE and FID score are measures of distortion and divergence, respectively, a single imputation
estimate cannot simultaneously optimize both [40]. MisGAN primarily focuses on minimizing
imputation FID, while our MC-EM training favors reducing reconstruction RMSE. Our results
highlight a potential advantage of performing imputation via sampling from conditional distributions.
With its deterministic imputation procedure, MisGAN is dedicated to minimizing FID and cannot
reduce reconstruction RMSE by averaging multiple reconstructions. With PL-MCMC sampling,
we can choose, to some degree, whether to minimize FID by imputing with a single sample from
the flow’s conditional distribution or to minimize RMSE by averaging across multiple samples.
These results demonstrate that PL-MCMC is able to sample from the conditional distributions of
normalizing flows sufficiently well to acceptably train normalizing flows from MNIST digits affected
by a variety of data missingness mechanisms and rates.
5.2 Training from Incomplete UCI Datasets
In this experiment, we consider training models of various continuous UCI datasets [42] (comprised
of measurements of between 4 and 30 attributes) affected by 50% uniformly missing values. As a
performance measure, we consider normalized MSE of imputing missing values within the training
set. As comparison, we include results for imputing with variable-wise observed means, imputing
using the missForest [42] R package with default settings, and imputing using VAEs with MIWAE
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[15]. Our normalizing flow is a variant of the NICE architecture. We performed MC-EM training
of the normalizing flow for a total of 1,000 epochs. For inference, the PL-MCMC chain is run for
1,000 proposals. Our reported results within Table 2 reflect performance across five distinct training
sets. For PL-MCMC, our results reflect imputation performance using individual conditional samples
(Ind.) and using the average of 25 conditional samples (Avg.) for test set completion.
banknote breast concrete red-wine white-wine yeast
PL-MCMC Ind. 1.12(5) 0.46(2) 1.22(4) 1.22(3) 1.45(3) 1.67(5)
PL-MCMC Avg. 0.58(3) 0.31(2) 0.67(3) 0.69(3) 0.76(1) 0.96(6)
MIWAE 0.56(4) 0.29(1) 0.63(3) 0.66(2) 0.73(3) 0.95(5)
missForest 0.74(3) 0.31(1) 0.67(2) 0.74(3) 0.81(1) 1.18(3)
Mean 0.99(1) 1.00(3) 1.00(1) 1.00(2) 1.01(1) 0.96(6)
Table 2: Comparison of imputation NMSE results for continuous UCI datasets affected by 50%
uniform missingness. Value means are reported to at most the first significant digit of standard error.
Imputation using individual samples from the ground truth conditional distributions would result in
an NMSE exactly twice that obtained via imputation with ground truth conditional expectations. We
find that PL-MCMC individual sample NMSE is nearly twice the PL-MCMC sample average NMSE,
though consistently remains slightly less. In all cases, the MC-EM trained normalizing flows perform
at least as well as missForest and closely match MIWAE for estimating conditional expectations. We
can conclude that, while there is some potential room for improvement in capturing the exact ground
truth conditional distributions, MC-EM training of normalizing flows with PL-MCMC produces
imputations of a quality comparable to that of current methods for this particular task.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
Our primary conclusion from this work is that the mathematical structure of normalizing flows is
exceptionally convenient for approaching conditional inference. By leveraging this mathematical
structure, our proposed PL-MCMC technique enables asymptotically exact conditional inference with
normalizing flows, without requiring specialized architecture, training history, or external inference
machinery. Our experimental results demonstrate that PL-MCMC remains effective under practical
limitations. Further research would be necessary to determine optimal choices of auxiliary and
transition proposal distributions. Similarly, our MC-EM training procedures mainly serve as proofs
of concept and would certainly benefit from determining more principled best practices.
The importance weighting approach of MIWAE can be adapted to normalizing flows. In general, im-
portance weighting and the direct sampling provided by PL-MCMC offer complementary capabilities
and are not simply exclusive alternatives. We believe the two could be combined to further improve
conditional inference with normalizing flows. More speculatively, we also find that the similarity
between PL-MCMC and the operation of MH-GAN suggests that the PL-MCMC procedure could be
adapted to perform conditional inference using GANs. We hope that PL-MCMC proves to be useful
for conditional inference, potentially even beyond the context of normalizing flows.
Broader Impact
This work seeks to improve the utilization of generative models for conditional inference tasks. The
overall goal of this research is to better utilize the information present within incomplete data and
to develop tools better suited to real-world environments, where data missingness is an inevitabil-
ity. However, this includes the possibility of inference from fundamentally flawed or inadvertent
information within incomplete data, raising concerns regarding equality, privacy, and security. The
potential capabilities and biases encountered when employing the techniques demonstrated within
this work, as currently described, reflect those originally present within the underlying generative
model. Therefore, while consideration of these broader concerns is certainly warranted, we believe
that these concerns are most effectively addressed within the context of the proper training and
employment of generative models as a whole.
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A Appendix
A.1 Knowing the Joint Distribution Implies Knowing the Conditional Distributions
In this section, we establish a fundamental guarantee regarding the accuracy of the conditional
distributions known by generative models. Consider two random variables, x and y, with ground
truth joint distribution px,y that we have approximated by a generative model with joint distribution
qx,y . In the discrete case, we may expand through the definition of the Kullback-Liebler divergence
between our generative model and the ground truth to find that:
DKL(px,y||qx,y) = −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log q(x, y) +
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log p(x, y)
= Ex[−
∑
y
p(y|x) log q(y|x)q(x) +
∑
y
p(y|x) log p(y|x)p(x)]
= Ex[DKL(py|x||qy|x)− log q(x) + log p(x)]
= Ex[DKL(py|x||qy|x)] +DKL(px||qx).
From the non-negativity of the Kullback-Liebler divergence, we are then guaranteed:
DKL(px,y||qx,y) ≥ Ex[DKL(py|x||qy|x)].
With equality only when our generative model perfectly models the marginal distribution of x. When
considering the task of inferring y from observed values of x, the expected performance of our
generative model in approximating the conditional distribution of y given x is no worse than its
performance in approximating the full joint distribution between x and y. Therefore, if we know that
a generative model is a good approximation of the joint distribution governing some set of random
variables, then it must also know good approximations of the conditional distributions among those
random variables.
This inequality also serves as a justification for Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization training.
When using our modeled distribution qx,y to impute an incomplete training set, the newly imputed
training set is sampled from the distribution qy|xpx. We can easily see that:
DKL(px,y||qy|xpx) = Ex[DKL(py|x||qy|x)] ≤ DKL(px,y||qx,y).
In the asymptotic limit of dataset size, conditionally inferring missing values within the dataset
results in samples from a distribution whose divergence from ground truth is no worse than that of the
original model. Assuming that the original model describes the distribution of a previously imputed
version of the training set, this implies that our newly training set is at least as reflective of the ground
truth distribution as the previous training set. In practice, we find that conditional imputation tends to
improve divergence of the training set, which in turn allows MC-EM training to improve our model
of the joint distribution.
A.2 The Advantage of Latent Space Proposals
Here, we relay our intuition regarding the advantages of defining a Markov Chain within the latent
space of a normalizing flow. This section provides a heuristic argument and therefore utilizes informal
terminology to convey our current understanding. Take a normalizing flow between latent space Ξ
and modeled data space X , defining the mappings fθ : Ξ 7→ X and f−1θ : X 7→ Ξ. This normalizing
flow imposes the probability density pf,θ(x) onto all modeled data values x ∈ X . As practical
applications of normalizing flows primarily involve data embedded within a euclidean space, we will
confine this discussion to scenarios where latent and modeled data values are both points in Rn for
some n. In these cases, it is straightforward to discuss neighborhoods of fixed radius around points
within both the latent and modeled data spaces.
For now, let us consider the task of forming a Markov Chain for unconditionally sampling from the
density pf,θ(x). For simplicity, let us only consider proposal perturbations within some fixed radius
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of the Markov Chain’s current state. With the one-to-one mapping provided by the flow, we have the
option of tracking and perturbing the current state within either the latent space or the modeled data
space. When considering the neighborhood of data points, probability mass within the modeled data
space is often non-isotropic for highly structured data. However, probability mass is nearly isotropic
within the latent space in the neighborhood of the latent representations of data points, assuming that
the distribution on latent space states has been appropriately chosen (as is the case for the commonly
used multivariate normal or logistic distributions). As a result, performing an isotropic perturbation
within the latent space results in proposals that are about as likely as the starting state. Within the
modeled data space, even a very small isotropic perturbation can produce proposals that are far more
unlikely than the starting state. As an example, suppose our normalizing flow was well trained to
model a set of high-fidelity images. If our proposals within the modeled data space were created by
adding independent Gaussian perturbations to pixel values, we would almost always inject noise into
the image and proposals within the modeled data space would be tend to be unlikely, low-fidelity
images. With the assumption that transitions between equally likely states are usually accepted and
transitions to much more unlikely states are usually rejected, we should expect latent space proposals
to be accepted more frequently compared to modeled data space proposals.
As an intuition, we could say that perturbations within the flow’s latent space are semantically
meaningful for the modeled data set. The normalizing flow inherently transforms the modeled
probability distribution in a manner that is well suited to exploration using naive, isotropic proposals.
This is related to Adaptive Monte Carlo methods [18,19,20], which attempt to transform the proposal
density to most effectively explore a fixed distribution. With latent space transitions in normalizing
flows, it is as though the modeled data distribution has been transformed so as to be best explored by
a fixed proposal density.
With PL-MCMC we are concerned with making effective proposals with respect to a conditional
distribution. Even when attempting to sample a conditional distribution, utilizing latent space
proposals remains beneficial. Define a projection operator via projxO (yM ;yO) = yM ;xO, which
simply replaces the observed component of a y ∈ X with the conditioning values xO. The elements
of a proposed transition within PL-MCMC are illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Elements of a PL-MCMC proposal when inferring from observed data xO.
Averaging over possible pieces of observed data xO, we expect to find that the set of likely comple-
tions, xM , under the conditional density pf,θ(xM |xO) remains essentially a subset of the set of likely
values under the marginalized density pf,θ(xM ). If a proposed xM is unlikely under pf,θ(xM ), we
expect it to be unlikely under pf,θ(xM |xO). Hence, with PL-MCMC, the advantages of latent space
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proposals carry through to the conditional inference setting, as the resulting proposed completions
can remain likely under pf,θ(xM ).
Returning to the example of modeling a set of high-fidelity images, suppose we observe the left half
of these images. In general, we would believe that the set of likely right half completions conditioned
on the observed left half is well covered by set of likely right halves that we see across the entire
distribution of images. Perturbing the pixel values of the right half injects noise, tending to produce a
low-fidelity right half, which results in an unlikely, noisy image when combined with the observed
left half. Following the PL-MCMC latent perturbations, proposed right halves may be more able to at
least remain the high-fidelity right halves of high-fidelity images.
By employing latent space proposals to sample from pf,θ(xM |xO), PL-MCMC can more easily
propose completions xM that could plausibly have been taken from likely members of the modeled
data distribution. Of course, for conditional inference, we also need to produce samples that are well
matched to the observed data. While latent space proposals assist in making meaningful and efficient
transitions within a Markov Chain, PL-MCMC ultimately relies on the auxiliary distribution, q, and
guaranteed convergence to the correct conditional distribution to effectively sample from typical
completions of the observed data.
A.3 Details of MC-EM Training
In this section we review the derivation of Monte Carlo Expectation maximization [30,31,32] in the
context of its use with PL-MCMC. Suppose we are presented with a training set of T observed values
(not all missing the same entries), Xtrain = {xO,1,xO,2, . . . ,xO,T }. Ideally, under the assumption
that data values are missing at random (MAR) [43], we’d wish to find the flow parameters θ that
maximize the log-likelihood of Xtrain:
log pf,θ(Xtrain) =
T∑
i=1
log
( ∫
xM,i
pf,θ(xM,i;xO,i)dxM,i
)
.
Yet the complexity of the normalizing flow makes an analytical computation of the marginal likeli-
hoods of observed data entirely impractical. We therefore utilize the Expecation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm [32] to approach this optimization. Following [32], we define Q(θ′|θ) to be:
Q(θ′|θ) =
T∑
i=1
Epf,θ [log( pf,θ′(xM,i;xO,i) )| xO,i].
PL-MCMC can be immediately applied to approximate these expectations. Let the set Y =
{yM,1,yM,2, . . . ,yM,T } be created by sampling each yM,i ∼ pf,θ(yM,i|xO,i) using a PL-MCMC
chain as described previously. We may now use the approximation:
Q(θ′|θ) ≈
T∑
i=1
log( pf,θ′(yM,i;xO,i) ).
In principle, we would then update θ following;
θ ← argmax
θ′
Q(θ′|θ).
In practice, it is more feasible to continue to train the flow on the conditionally imputed version
of Xtrain. With X ′train = {(yM,1;xO,1), (yM,2;xO,2), . . . , (yM,T ;xO,T )} denoting our newly
imputed training set and train being any training procedure that returns flow parameters θ approx-
imately maximizing the likelihood of a complete data training set, we rely on the approximation
that:
argmax
θ′
Q(θ′|θ) ≈ train(f, X ′train).
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This approximation immediately leads to our described algorithm for the MC-EM training of normal-
izing flows using PL-MCMC.
A.4 Details Regarding Qualitative Experiments
A.4.1 Details Regarding Conditional Inference with CIFAR-10 Images
In this experiment, we infer a missing central quarter (an 8 × 8 pixel square) of CIFAR-10 [33]
images. The CIFAR-10 dataset is composed of 60, 000 full color 32×32 images of 10 distinct classes
of objects, with 6, 000 images provided for each class. The standard training and test set split for the
CIFAR-10 dataset is 50, 000 and 10, 000 images, respectively.
Our chosen normalizing flow is a variant of the GLOW [34] architecture. We utilized a publicly
available, pre-trained model [35] for this experiment. In the terminology of [34], the model has
a depth of flow (K) of 32 and a total of 3 levels (L) and flow layers utilize 512 hidden channels.
The model was reportedly trained for a total of 1, 500 epochs using Adamax with a learning rate
of 5× 10−4 and a batchsize of 64. We presume, but cannot guarantee, that the model was trained
on the standard 50, 000 example CIFAR-10 training set. Examples of unconditioned samples from
this model are provided within Figure 8, as obtained with the standard sampling variance, σ = 1.0
(temperature T = 1.0, in the terminology of [34]). From these unconditioned samples, it is clear that
the model has not collapsed to memorizing the training set.
Figure 8: Unconditioned samples at standard variance (σ = 1.0) from CIFAR-10 model.
The particular implementation of the normalizing flow most easily provided access to a coordinate
dependent representation of the latent space, which we call absolute coordinates for the latent space.
Fundamentally, the Markov Chain within PL-MCMC may utilize any convenient representation of the
latent space, so long as a diffeomorphism still maps that representation back to the modeled data. For
this CIFAR-10 experiment, we chose to employ a Markov Chain within the architecture’s absolute
coordinates. As a general note, the qualifier “absolute” merely refers to the representation favored by
the flow’s implementation, while the qualifier “relative” refers to the representation best coinciding
with the chosen prior distribution for the flow. The terms only reflect aspects of our practical usage
of the representations, as there is no theoretically favored diffeomorphic representation of the latent
space.
For inference, we selected images from the standard CIFAR-10 test set. During inference with
PL-MCMC, latent space transitions are generated within the above mentioned absolute coordinates of
the flow’s latent space by small perturbations from the current latent state. When perturbing the latent
state, proposals are generated following a perturbation kernel, gp(ξ′|ξ), such that ξ′ ∼ N (ξ, σ2pI).
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The auxiliary distribution, q, is chosen to target yO ∼ N (xO, σ2aI). For this experiment, we select
σp = 0.01 and σa = 1× 10−3. PL-MCMC is carried out over 25,000 proposals.
A.4.2 Details Regarding Conditional Inference with CelebA Images
In this experiment, we infer a missing right half (a 64× 32 pixel rectangle) of CelebA [36] images.
The CelebA dataset is composed of 202, 599 full color images of celebrity faces. We utilize the
aligned and cropped version of the CelebA dataset, resized to a size of 64× 64.
Our chosen normalizing flow is a variant of the GLOW [34] architecture. We utilized a publicly
available, pre-trained model [37] for this experiment. In the terminology of [34], the model has
a depth of flow (K) of 32 and a total of 3 levels (L) and flow layers utilize 512 hidden channels.
The model was reportedly trained for a total of 1, 500 epochs using Adamax with a learning rate of
1× 10−3 and a batchsize of 12. We believe that this model was trained on the entirety of the CelebA
dataset, with no withheld test or validation set. Examples of unconditioned samples from this model
are provided within Figures 9 and 10, as obtained with reduced and standard sampling variance,
σ = 0.5 and σ = 1.0 respectively (temperatures T = 0.5 and T = 1.0, in the terminology of [34]).
From these unconditioned samples, it is clear that the model has not collapsed to memorizing the
training set.
Figure 9: Unconditioned samples at reduced variance (σ = 0.5) from CelebA model.
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Figure 10: Unconditioned samples at standard variance (σ = 1.0) from CelebA model.
As in the CIFAR-10 experiment, the particular implementation of the normalizing flow most eas-
ily provided access to a coordinate dependent representation of the latent space, which we call
absolute coordinates for the latent space. For this CelebA experiment, we chose to employ a
Markov Chain within what we call relative coordinates of the latent space. For this architecture,
we have convenient access to three subsets of latent variables, ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 within absolute co-
ordinates. Fixing ξ1 (resp. fixing ξ1 and ξ2) there is an invertible transformation h2(ξ2; ξ1) (resp.
h3(ξ3; ξ1, ξ2)) such that h2(ξ2; ξ1) ∼ N (0, I) (resp. h3(ξ3; ξ1, ξ2) ∼ N (0, I)) under our flow’s
prior. The Markov Chain in relative coordinates simply follows and proposes transitions for the triplet
(ξ1, h2(ξ2; ξ1), h3(ξ3; ξ1, ξ2)).
As it appears that no test set had been withheld during training of the model, we selected images at
random from the full dataset for our experiment. During inference with PL-MCMC, latent space
transitions are generated within relative coordinates of the flow’s latent space by small perturbations
from the current latent state. When perturbing the latent state, proposals are generated following a
perturbation kernel, gp(ξ′|ξ), such that ξ′ ∼ N (ξ, σ2pI). The auxiliary distribution, q, is chosen to
target yO ∼ N (xO, σ2aI). For this experiment, we select σp = 0.01 and σa = 1× 10−3. PL-MCMC
is carried out over 25,000 proposals.
A.4.3 Details Regarding Conditional Inference with MNIST Digits
In this experiment, we infer missing portions of MNIST [38] digits. The MNIST dataset is composed
of 70, 000 monochrome 28× 28 images of handwritten digits. The standard training and test set split
for the MNIST dataset is 60, 000 and 10, 000 images, respectively. Our data missingness mechanisms
are independent missingness, where pixels are lost uniformly at random, patch missingness, where
randomly located contiguous rectangular blocks are missing, and square observation, where only a
randomly located contiguous square is observed.
Our chosen normalizing flow is a variant of the NICE [24] architecture. Our implementation is
a modification of that in [44]. In the terminology of [34], the model has a depth of flow (K) of
5 and a total of 4 levels (L) and intermediate flow layers have a dimension of 1000. The flow
utilizes an independent logistic prior distribution. Rather than splitting even and odd pixels within
coupling layers, we split between two randomly selected partitions that are chosen at the time of the
flow’s initialization and remain fixed for all layers of the flow. Of course, better performance would
be expected by selecting a flow architecture that best suits the spatial organization of image data.
However, random partitioning ensures that the expected performance of the flow remains independent
of the spatial structuring of the data.
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The normalizing flow is trained for 1000 epochs over the standard 60, 000 element MNIST training
set using RMSprop with a learning rate of 1× 10−5 and a momentum of 0.9 and a batch size of 200.
The data is pre-processed by performing pixel-wise whitening of the dataset (subtracting pixel-wise
observed means and dividing by pixel-wise observed standard deviation). The training procedure is
intended to follow that used later for training from incomplete MNIST digits to serve as a baseline
for comparison and is not intended to produce the best possible generative model of MNIST digits.
Examples of unconditioned samples from this model are provided within Figure 11, as obtained with
the standard sampling variance (temperature T = 1.0, in the terminology of [34])
Figure 11: Unconditioned samples at standard variance from MNIST model.
During inference with PL-MCMC, latent space transitions are generated within the absolute co-
ordinates of the flow’s latent space, half of the time at random by small perturbations from the
current latent state and half of the time entirely resampled at a reduced standard deviation. When
perturbing the latent state, proposals are generated following a perturbation kernel, gp(ξ′|ξ), such
that ξ′ ∼ N (ξ, σ2pI). When completely resampling the latent state, proposals are generated following
a resampling kernel, gr(ξ′|ξ), such that ξ′ ∼ N (0, σ2rI). The auxiliary distribution, q, is chosen to
target yO ∼ N (xO, σ2aI). For this experiment, we select σp = 0.05, σr = 0.5, and σa = 1× 10−3.
To simplify calculation of Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probabilities, we employ the assump-
tion that small displacements in the latent space result from gp(ξ′|ξ) while large displacements
result from gr(ξ′|ξ), which is valid in the limit of σp << σr. Therefore, rather than utilize the
true transition kernel g(ξ′|ξ), we simply assume that g(ξ′|ξ) ∝ gp(ξ′|ξ) following a perturbation
and g(ξ′|ξ) ∝ gr(ξ′|ξ) following a resample. PL-MCMC is carried out over 2,000 proposals. To
determine conditional expectations, the results of 20 independent PL-MCMC chains are averaged
together.
A.5 Details Regarding Quantitative Experiments
A.5.1 Details Regarding Training from Incomplete MNIST Digits
In this experiment, we train normalizing flows to model the distribution of MNIST digits from incom-
plete training data. Our data missingness mechanisms are independent missingness, where pixels are
lost uniformly at random, patch missingness, where randomly located contiguous rectangular blocks
are missing, and square observation, where only a randomly located contiguous square is observed.
For each missingness mechanism, we consider missingness rates of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. For training,
we apply the missingness mechanism to the standard MNIST training set, resulting in a training set of
60, 000 incomplete digits. For testing, we apply the missingness mechanism to the standard MNIST
test set, resulting in a test set of 10, 000 incomplete digits.
Our chosen normalizing flow is a variant of the NICE architecture. In the terminology of [34], the
model has a depth of flow (K) of 5 and a total of 4 levels (L) and intermediate flow layers have a
dimension of 1000. The flow utilizes an independent logistic prior distribution. Rather than splitting
even and odd pixels within coupling layers, we split between two randomly selected partitions that
are chosen at the time of the flow’s initialization and remain fixed for all layers of the flow. The
flow architecture and implementation is the same as used above for training from complete MNIST
digits. Better performance could be obtained by selecting an architecture that best suits the spatial
organization of image data or by scaling model complexity along with the missingness rate (at
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a missingness rate of 0.9, we have a tenth as much observed data available for training as in the
complete data case).
In all cases, the normalizing flow is trained for 1000 epochs using RMSprop with a learning rate of
1× 10−5 and a momentum of 0.9 and a batch size of 200. The data is pre-processed by performing
pixel-wise whitening of the dataset (subtracting pixel-wise observed means and dividing by pixel-wise
observed standard deviation). At each of the first 50 epochs of training, missing pixels are resampled
following an independent normal distribution, such that xM ∼ N (0, I) (in whitened coordinates).
Every 50 epochs thereafter, missing values are resampled using PL-MCMC as applied to the flow
being trained. During inference with PL-MCMC, latent space transitions are generated within the
absolute coordinates of the flow’s latent space, half of the time at random by small perturbations from
the current latent state and half of the time entirely resampled at a reduced standard deviation. When
perturbing the latent state, proposals are generated following a perturbation kernel, gp(ξ′|ξ), such
that ξ′ ∼ N (ξ, σ2pI). When completely resampling the latent state, proposals are generated following
a resampling kernel, gr(ξ′|ξ), such that ξ′ ∼ N (0, σ2rI). The auxiliary distribution, q, is chosen
to target yO ∼ N (xO, σ2aI). For computation of Metropolis-Hastings probabilities, we employ
the same approximation as used when inferring MNIST digits within the qualitative experiments.
Throughout training, we use σp = 0.05 and σa = 1× 10−3. Within the first 500 epochs, we utilize
σp = 1.814. After the first 500 epochs, we resample at reduced variance with σp = 0.5. These
parameters and this training procedure were chosen because they provided acceptable performance
when applied to training data with the moderate missingness rate of 0.6. It would certainly be
beneficial to determine a more principled approach to their selection. After PL-MCMC sampling, we
clamp values between pixel-wise observed minimal and maximal values to produce a newly imputed
training set for use in the next 50 epochs of training. Figure 12 below illustrates the progression of
how the training set is imputed over training.
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(a) Independent Missingness (b) Patch Missingness
Figure 12: Example completions of MNIST digit training set by PL-MCMC during MC-EM training
at missingness rates are 0.6. Initial completions are shown in the top row and completions at epoch
950 are shown in the bottom row.
For testing, we utilize the normalizing flows to reconstruct the 10, 000 element incomplete test
sets. For this reconstruction, we utilize PL-MCMC chains over 2, 000 proposals following the same
procedure as in training. During testing, we use σp = 0.05, σp = 0.5, and σa = 1 × 10−3. To
collect statistics for performance measures, we train three normalizing flows on distinctly prepared
(i.e. resampled missingness patterns) training sets, each of which is tested on five distinctly prepared
test sets. We consider two methods of employing PL-MCMC to produce reconstructions of missing
data. The first method is imputation with a single sample from a PL-MCMC chain (imputation with
a sample from the conditional distribution) and the second method is imputation with the average
across multiple samples from independent PL-MCMC chains (imputation with the conditional mean).
As we average across the samples from 10 independent PL-MCMC chains for the second method,
our reported statistics for the first method encompass these additional 10 replications for individual
sample imputation performance.
As imputation performance measures, we consider per-pixel reconstruction RMSE and Fréchet
Inception Distance [39]. To compute Fréchet Inception Distance, we use the implementation provided
along with that of MisGAN [45]. Reconstruction RMSE is recorded within the original, unwhitened
representation of pixel data. When imputing T test examples withMi denoting the set of pixel
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indices that are missing for the i-th example and xˆi,j denoting our imputed estimate for the j-th pixel
of the i-th example (having ground truth value xi,j), our reconstruction RMSE is calculated as:
Reconstruction RMSE =
1
T
T∑
i=1
√
1
|Mi|
∑
j∈Mi
(xi,j − xˆi,j)2.
For comparison, we consider imputation using pixel-wise observed means and imputation using the
convolutional variant of MisGAN [14]. We use the implementation of MisGAN provided in [45]. The
MisGAN models are trained following the provided default parameters (500 epochs with a batch size
of 64 with τ = 0, α = 0.1, β = 0.1, γ = 0, maskgen = fusion, gp_lambda = 10, n_critic = 5,
and n_latent = 128, with a three layer fully connected imputer network with 784 units in each
layer).
A.5.2 Details Regarding Training from Incomplete UCI Datasets
In this experiment, we train normalizing flows to model the distributions of various continuous
UCI datasets [41] from incomplete training data. In all cases, our data missingness mechanism is
independent missingness with a missingness rate of 0.5. A summary of the UCI datasets used in this
experiment is provided below in Table 3. For training, we apply the missingness mechanism to the
entirety of a single copy of the dataset. For testing, we attempt to reconstruct the missing portions of
the training set.
Dataset Num. Instances Num. Attributes
banknote 1372 4
breast 569 30
concrete 1030 9
red-wine 1599 12
white-wine 4898 12
yeast 1483 8
Table 3: Summary of continuous UCI datasets used.
Our chosen normalizing flows are variants of the NICE architecture. In the terminology of [34], all
models have a depth of flow (K) of 5 and a total of 4 levels (L) and intermediate flow layers have a
dimension of 120. The flows utilize an independent normal prior distribution. Rather than splitting
even and odd pixels within coupling layers, we split between two randomly selected partitions that
are chosen at the time of the flow’s initialization and remain fixed for all layers of the flow. As
our implementation works most easily with an even number of attributes, we copy the concrete
attributes and data missingness to double the number of attributes. By copying data missingness
patterns, we ensure that the doubling does not introduce additional information for training. A
summary of input attribute dimensions and training batch sizes is provided within Table 4.
Dataset Input Dimensions Batch Size
banknote 4 3000
breast 30 1500
concrete 18 2000
red-wine 12 3000
white-wine 12 10000
yeast 8 3000
Table 4: Summary of continuous UCI datasets used.
In all cases, the normalizing flow is trained for 1000 epochs using Adamax with a learning rate
of 0.002, β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999. We duplicate the training sets (data missingness patterns
included) 10 times to form a larger training set without introducing additional information beyond
that present in the original incomplete training set. The batch sizes used are listed in Table 2. The
data is pre-processed by performing attribute-wise whitening of the dataset (subtracting attribute-wise
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observed means and dividing by attribute-wise observed standard deviation). At each of the first 50
epochs of training, missing attribute are resampled following an independent normal distribution,
such that xM ∼ N (0, I) (in whitened coordinates). Every 50 epochs thereafter, missing values are
resampled using PL-MCMC as applied to the flow being trained. During inference with PL-MCMC,
latent space transitions are generated within the absolute coordinates of the flow’s latent space,
half of the time at random by small perturbations from the current latent state and half of the time
entirely resampled at a reduced standard deviation. When perturbing the latent state, proposals are
generated following a perturbation kernel, gp(ξ′|ξ), such that ξ′ ∼ N (ξ, σ2pI). When completely
resampling the latent state, proposals are generated following a resampling kernel, gr(ξ′|ξ), such
that ξ′ ∼ N (0, σ2rI). The auxiliary distribution, q, is chosen to target yO ∼ N (xO, σ2aI). For
computation of Metropolis-Hastings probabilities, we employ the same approximation as used when
inferring MNIST digits within the qualitative experiments. Throughout training, we use σp = 0.01,
σr = 1.0, σa = 1× 10−3. These parameters and this training procedure were chosen because they
provided acceptable performance across the UCI datasets considered. It would certainly be beneficial
to determine a more principled approach to their selection. After PL-MCMC sampling, we clamp
values between attribute-wise observed minimal and maximal values to produce a newly imputed
training set for use in the next 50 epochs of training.
For testing, we utilize the normalizing flows to reconstruct the missing values from their training
sets. For this reconstruction, we utilize PL-MCMC chains over 2, 000 proposals following the same
procedure as in training. During testing, we use σp = 0.01, σp = 1.0, and σa = 1 × 10−3. To
collect statistics for performance measures, we train five normalizing flows on distinctly prepared (i.e.
resampled missingness patterns) training sets. We consider two methods of employing PL-MCMC to
produce reconstructions of missing data. The first method is imputation with a single sample from
a PL-MCMC chain (imputation with a sample from the conditional distribution) and the second
method is imputation with the average across multiple samples from independent PL-MCMC chains
(imputation with the conditional mean). As we average across the samples from 25 independent
PL-MCMC chains for the second method, our reported statistics for the first method encompass these
additional 25 replications for individual sample imputation performance. In the case of the concrete
dataset, we consider the copied attribute values as an additional single sample from the conditional
distribution that is also incorporated into averaging.
As an imputation performance measure, we consider per-attribute normalized MSE. When imputing
T test examples withMi denoting the set of attribute indices that are missing for the i-th example
and xˆi,j denoting our imputed estimate for the j-th attribute of the i-th example (having ground truth
value xi,j), our normalized MSE is calculated as:
NMSE =
1
T
T∑
i=1
1
|Mi|
∑
j∈Mi
(
xi,j − xˆi,j
σj
)2,
where σj denotes the ground truth standard deviation of the j-th attribute.
For comparison, we consider imputation using attribute-wise observed means, imputation using the
missForest [42] R package with default parameters, and imputation with VAEs using MIWAE [15].
For imputation with missForrest, no data preprocessing is employed. We use the implementation of
MIWAE provided in [46]. In all cases, the VAE architecture employed has an intrinsic dimension d of
10, an encoder and decoder comprised of 3 layers each with 128 hidden units with ReLU activation
functions, an independent normal prior, and a Student’s t distribution observation model. In all cases,
we utilize zero imputation as the MIWAE imputation function. For training, we use 20 importance
weights while for inference we use 10, 000 importance weights. We train the models using the
provided default parameters (2, 000 epochs using Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch
size of 64). In all cases, the data is pre-processed by performing attribute-wise whitening of the
dataset (subtracting attribute-wise observed means and dividing by attribute-wise observed standard
deviation).
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